**Obedience Trial**

Novice B:
1- 655 Ch. KeeNonNe’s Fighting Irish
2- 962 MACH 2 Kunuk’s Arctic Snow Blossom CD, RE, MXG, MJS, OF
3- 956 Kaos Bring’in On The Bling
4- 257 Stormwatch’s Typhoon at Windswept CD, BN, RE

Open A:
No Qualifiers

Open B:
1- 749 GCH MACH 2 Sumac’s That Mr. Know-It-All CDX, RN MXS, MJG, MXF

Utility A:
No Qualifiers

Utility B:
1- 747 Prince Nikolai The Red UD, RE

Versatility:
No Qualifiers

Graduate Novice:
No Qualifiers

Beginner Novice B:
1- 954 Ch. Topaz Marquis Diamond
2- 926 Ch. Whispering Pines Diamonds R Furever RN
3- 729 Ch. Sno-Magic’s Gunslinger

Veteran Obedience:
1- 516 Ch. Windswept’s Flying Raven CD, BN GN, RAE, OA, OAJ
2- 960 MACH KeeNonNe’s Persephone UDX, MXS, MJS, NF

Wildcard Utility:
Absent: 749

HIGH IN TRIAL:
749 - GCH MACH 2 SUMAC’S THAT MR. KNOW-IT-ALL CDX, RN MXS, MJG, MXF

HIGH COMBINED:
NONE

Rally Trial

Novice A:
1- R948 Kayak’s Timeless Spirit O’Tovik
2- R942 Khovaki’s Lady of the Golden Wood

Novice B:
1- R946 Snowquest’s In High Gear
2- R940 Little Bit Justice
3- R458 Whispering Pines Lady Justice of Evenstar
4- R729 Ch. Sno-Magic’s Gunslinger

Advanced A:
1- R954 Ch. Topaz Marquis Diamond

Advanced B:
1- R747 Prince Nikolai the Red UD, RE
2- R751 Sno-Song’s Highlander Echo CD, RAE, NAJ
3- R745 Hildahl’s Quietly Making Noise CDX, GN, GO, RE OA, OAJ, NF, AXP, OJP, OFP
4- R952 Willow Run’s Bellaboo RN

Excellent B:
1- R745 Hildahl’s Quietly Making Noise CDX, GN, GO, RE OA, OAJ, NF, AXP, OJP, OFP
2- R938 Little Bit Kiara RE, BN
3- R257 Stormwatch’s Typhoon at Windswept CD, BN, RE

**ANNOUNCEMENTS:**

Get your auction bidder number early! Stop by the SHCA auction table @ ringside to register for a bidder number, or to drop off donations. Auction donations due by 5:00 pm Thursday!

Wed’s Night hospitality courtesy of NorCal SHC, Camino Real SHC, and Bay Area Siberian Husky Rescue. Hospitality in Room 258, beginning 15 minutes after the conclusion of Top 20 competition.